
Summer 2 Week 2: COVID-19 

Literacy: Read ‘Dr Dog explains COVID-19’; you may want to read 

only the snippets of text on the pictures; the child can use the 
mouse to turn the pages using top/ bottom corners 
Activity: draw a Dr Dog poster with speech bubbles (or copy the one 
on the last page); you can add things that you have been doing to 
help (like staying inside) 
Sight words: Oh!; now; your; day; asked; got; off; called; their; made 
Phonics: remember to blend and segment (robot arms); read 2 days 

a week and write 2 days a week 
sm- words: small, smooth; smart; smash; smell, smoke 
-lk words: talk; milk; walk; silk; stalk, chalk 

Maths: 2m 
Use a ribbon or piece of string to measure out 2 metres; use the 
string to see how wide; long or high 2m is; what is 2m apart in your 
house/ garden/ area? 
Interactive Play: sensory bottle: ¾ fill an empty bottle with water; 
add food colouring; some hair gel/ baby or cooking oil; put in small 
objects (plastic toys; buttons; leaves; buttons); tape on the lid firmly: 
How to make a Sensory Bottle | Easy + Quick | DIY 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7zp7KbxbKY 

Art: 1) feely bags: put into a clear zip-lock plastic bag 

- cheap hair gel; glitter; foam shapes; buttons; 
nothing sharp! seal with tape and squish 
2) footprints: stamp everyone’s footprints; cut out when dry and 

use to make trails to hiding places 
3) cut coloured paper into strips; roll into small tubes; thread 
onto your 2m maths string/ ribbon (might need to stiffen 

ends with tape) 
4) concertina pleat an A4 page from top to bottom; 
add a head at the top and feet at the bottom 

before filling with a person to stretch! 
Dance: 1 parachute (Patty Shukla or Maple Leaf) 
2. Shake Your Sillies Out ♫ Brain Breaks Songs for Kids ♫ Kids 
Action Songs by The Learning Station 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0 
3. Jump Rope, Jump Rope | Kids Song from Super Simple Songs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgUDYOlgx1M 
4. Just Dance 2018 - Waka Waka This Time For Africa - 4 players 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCzgc_RelBA 
5. Time to chill Five-A-Day 
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